
UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS FOR THEKOLMOGOROV ENTROPY OF THE ATTRACTORFOR AN RDE IN AN UNBOUNDED DOMAIN.M.A. Efendiev and S.V. ZelikAbstrat. The long-time behaviour of bounded solutions of a reation-di�usion systemin an unbounded domain 
 � Rn , for whih the nonlinearity f(u;rxu) expliitly dependson rxu is studied. We prove the existene of a global attrator whose fratal dimensionis in�nite, and give upper and lower bounds for the Kolmogorov entropy of the attratorand analyze the sharpness of these bounds.IntrodutionIn this paper, quasilinear seond-order paraboli equations and systems of reation-di�usion type(0.1) � �tu��xu+ f(u;rxu) + �0u = g; x 2 
u��t=0 = u0 ; u���
 = 0are onsidered.Here 
 � Rn is an unbounded domain in Rn with a suÆiently smooth boundary(see x1), u = (u1; � � � ; uk) is an unknown vetor-valued funtion, �x is the Laplaianwith respet to x = (x1; � � � ; xn), f and g are given funtions and �0 is a �xed positiveonstant.It is assumed also that the nonlinear term f(u;rxu) satis�es the onditions(0.2) 8>>><>>>: 1: f 2 C1(Rk � Rnk ;Rk )2: f(u;rxu):u � �C3: jf(u;rxu)j+ jf 0u(u;rxu)j � Q(juj)(1 + jrxujr) 0 � r < 24: jf 0rxu(u;rxu)j � Q(juj)(1 + jrxujr�1)Here and below we denote by u � v the inner produt in the spae Rk.It is well known that in many ases the longtime behavior of a dynamial system, gen-erated by evolutionary equations of mathematial physis, an be naturally desribedin terms of attrators of the orresponding semigroup (see [2℄, [10℄, [18℄). In boundeddomains, the existene of the attrator has been established for a large lass of equationssuh as reation-di�usion equations, nonlinear wave equations, the 2D Navier{Stokessystem, and many others. Under some natural assumptions, for all the equations men-tioned above, it has been proved that the attrator in the autonomous ase has �niteHausdorf and fratal dimension (see [10℄, [18℄).The equations of mathematial physis whih depend expliitly on t in boundeddomains 
 are onsidered in [4℄, [5℄. Moreover, it has been shown there that if theTypeset by AMS-TEX1



time-dependene of the right-hand side is in a ertain sense "in�nite dimensional" (forexample, when the right{hand side is almost-periodi in t with an in�nite numberof independent frequenes), then the uniform attrator of the orresponding equationnaturally has in�nite Hausdor� and fratal dimension.Thus { in ontrast to the autonomous ase { in the nonautonomous one the frataldimension is not a onvenient quantitative harateristi of the "size" of attrators andonsequently the question of �nding another measure of the \size" arises.One of possible approahes to handle this problem, whih has been suggested in[5℄, is to estimate Kolmogorov's "-entropy of the attrator. Reall, that by de�nitionKolmogorov's "-entropy H "(A) of an attrator A is the logarithm of the minimal numberN"(A) of "-balls in the appropriate phase spae whih over the attrator:(0.3) H "(A) = lnN"(A)Note that sine A is ompat then (0.3) is well de�ned and �nite for every " > 0.For unbounded domains 
, the behavior of solutions for (0.1) beomes muh moreompliated. In this ase even the problem of �nding the appropriate phase spae for(0.1) beomes nontrivial. For instane, in [1℄, [3℄, [8℄ this equation has been studiedin weighted Sobolev spaes W l;p� (
) with �(x) = ��(x) = (1 + jxj2)�=2. The ase ofgeneral weights � is onsidered in [9℄.In the present paper, we assume that the solution u(t; x) is bounded as jxj ! 1. Tobe more preise it is assumed that for every �xed t � 0(0.4) u(t) 2W l;pb (
) � fv : kvkW l;pb = supx02
 kvkW l;p(
\B1x0 ) <1gwith the appropriate exponents l and p. (Here and below we denote by BRx0 the R-ballin Rk entered in x0.)In the autonomous ase g = g(x) reation-di�usion equations and systems of the type(0.1) under the assumptions (0.4) are onsidered in [6℄, [7℄, [15℄, [16℄, [17℄, [23℄, [24℄.Reall that under the above assumptions the attrator A of the equation (0.1) mayhave (and has in general) in�nite Hausdor� and fratal dimension even in the au-tonomous ase (see [6℄, [9℄, [23℄, [24℄). Thus, in ontrast to the ase of bounded domainswhere the in�nite dimensional attrator an appear only in the nonautonomous aseand only due to the "in�nite dimensional" external time-dependent fores, in the asewhere 
 is unbounded, the in�nite dimensionality appears even in the autonomous aseand has onsequently the internal nature.Note that in general the attrator A of the problem (0.1) is not ompat in theuniform topology of the spae (0.4) but only in a loal topology of the spae W l;plo(
).That is why the Kolmogorov entropy of an attrator A in a weighted Sobolev spaeW l;pe�jxj with an exponential deaying weight was onsidered in [23℄ (sine the attratoris bounded in the spae W 2;pb (
) and ompat in W 2;plo (
) then it is easy to verify thatit is ompat in W 2;pe�jxj(
) as well and onsequently it's "-entropy is well de�ned).It is proved there that if 
 = Rn and the nonlinearity f does not depends expliitlyon a gradient and (0.2) is valid then this entropy possesses the estimate(0.5) H "(A;W l;pe�jxj(Rn )) � C �ln 1"�n+1Moreover, the examples whih admit a lower bound of the entropy with the same typeof asymptotis were also onstruted. 2



The entropy per unit volume for the attrators of omplex Ginzburg-Landau equa-tions in Rn , n � 3 has been onsidered in [6℄. It is proved there that(0.6) C1 ln 1" � H "(A) � limR!1 H "(A��BR0 )Rn � C2 ln 1"The topologial entropy per unit volume for RDE in Rn has been introdued in [7℄.A systemati study of the entropy H"(A��
\BRx0=) and it's dependene on three pa-rameters R,", and x0 of the attrators of the autonomous and nonautonomous reation-di�usion equations in unbounded domains 
 � Rn was given in [24℄ for the asef = f(u). It was shown partiularly that in the autonomous ase g = g(x) the en-tropy of the attrator A possesses the following estimate:(0.7) H "(A��
\BRx0 ) � C volx0;
(R+K ln 1" ) ln 1"where volx0;
(r) = vol(
\Brx0), vol(�)= means the n-dimensional volume, and onstantsC;K are independent of R, " and x0. Moreover, if 
 = Rn , then (0.5) implies that(0.8) H "(A��BRx0 ) � C(R+K ln 1" )n ln 1"The lower bounds of these values were also obtained for the ase where 
 = Rn . Itis proved there that for a rather wide lass of the nonlinearities f = f(u) whih in-lude for example the Chafee-Infante equation, Ginzburg-landau equations, and relatedequations, this entropy possesses the following lower estimates.(0.9) H "(A��BRx0 ) � C1Rn ln 1"for R � R0 and " < "0, and onsequently the estimate (0.8) is sharp if R � ln 1" orR � ln 1" . For the ase where R � ln 1" (partiularly for R = 1) it is proved that forevery Æ > 0 there exists CÆ > 0 suh that(0.10) H "(A��B1x0 ) � CÆ �ln 1"�n+1�ÆThe main aim of this paper is to extend all these results to the ase when the nonlinearterm may depend expliitly on a gradientrxu. It will be shown below that the estimates(0.7){(0.10) remain valid for reation-di�usion equations whih depend expliitly on agradient rxu. Moreover, it has been reently proved that these estimates hold alsofor a wide lass of damped nonlinear wave equations in unbounded domains (see [25℄).Thus, the estimates (0.7) { (0.10) have a universal nature. From the other side, if 
 isbounded then (0.7) implies thatH "(A;W 2;p(
)) � C vol(
) ln 1"whih reets the well-known heuristi priniple that the equations of mathematialphysis in bounded domains have �nite-dimensional attrators. Thus, these estimatesmay be onsidered as a natural generalization of this priniple to the ase of unbounded3



domains. Note also that the estimates (0.7){(0.10) imply partiularly as the estimates(0.5) as the estimates (0.6) obtained earlier.The present paper is organized as follows.Some auxiliary result about the weighted Sobolev spaes, spaes (0.4) and the regu-larity in an unbounded domains whih will be used throughout the paper is formulatedin Setion 1.The existene of a solution for the equation (0.1) in the appropriate phase spae (0.4)is proved in Setion 2.The uniqueness of this solution and a number of the estimates for a di�erene be-tween two solutions of our problem are obtained in Setion 3. These estimate are offundamental signi�ane in our further study the entropy of the attrator.The attrator for the nonlinear reation di�usion equation (0.1) is onstruted inSetion 4 in the phase spae (0.4).The de�nition and a number of useful examples of the entropy for typial sets infuntion spaes are given in Setion 5.The upper and lower bounds for the Kolmogorov entropy of an attrator, as on-struted above are obtained in Setions 6 and 7 orrespondingly.x1 Funtional spaes and regularity theorems.In this Setion we introdue several lasess of Sobolev spaes in unbounded domainsand reall shortly some of their properties whih will be essentially used below. For adetailed study of these spaes see [9℄, [24℄.De�nition 1.1. A funtion � 2 L1lo(Rn ) is alled a weight funtion with the rate ofgrowth � � 0 if the ondition(1.1) �(x+ y) � C�e�jxj�(y); �(x) > 0is satis�ed for every x; y 2 Rn .Remark 1.1. It is not diÆult to dedue from (1.1) that(1.2) �(x+ y) � C�1� e��jxj�(y)is also satis�ed for every x; y 2 Rn .Proposition 1.1. Let �1 and �2 be weight funtions with the rates of growth �1 and�2 orrespondingly. Then,1. ��1 + ��2, maxf�1; �2g, and minf�1; �2g are the weight funtions with the rateof growth maxf�1; �2g for every �; � > 0.2. �1 � �2 and �1 � (�2)�1 are the weight funtions with the rate of growth �1 + �2.3. (�1)� is the weight funtion with the rate of growth j�j�1.The assertions of this proposition are immediate orollaries of (1.1) and (1.2).The following example of weight funtions are of fundamental signi�ane for ourpurposes: �f"g;x0(x) = e�"jx�x0j; " 2 R; x0 2 Rn(Evidently this weight has the rate of growth j"j.)4



De�nition 1.2. Let 
 � Rn be some (unbounded) domain in Rn and let � be a weightfuntion with the rate of growth �. De�ne the spaeLp�(
) = �u 2 D0(
) : ku;
; k�;0;p � Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dx <1�Analogously the weighted Sobolev spae H l;p� (
), l 2 N is de�ned as the spae of distri-butions whose derivatives up to the order l inlusively belong to Lp�(
).For the simpliity of notations we will right throughout of the paper W s;pf"g instead ofW s;pe�"jxj.We de�ne also another lass of weighted Sobolev spaesW l;pb;�(
) = �u 2 D0(
) : ku;
kpb;�;l;p = supx02Rn �(x0)ku;
 \B1x0kpl;p <1�Here and below we denote by BRx0 the ball in Rn of radius R, entered in x0, and ku; V kl;pmeans kukW l;p(V ).We will write W l;pb instead of W l;pb;1 .Proposition 1.1.1. Let u 2 Lp�(
), where � is a weight funtion with the rate of growth �. Then forany 1 � q � 1 the following estimate is valid(1.3) �Z
 �(x0)q �Z
 e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx�q dx0�1=q � C Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dxfor every " > �, where the onstant C depends only on ", � and C� from (1.1) (andindependent of 
).2. Let u 2 L1� (
). Then the following analogue of the estimate (1.3) is valid(1.4) supx02
��(x0) supx2
fe�"jx�x0jju(x)jg� � C supx2
f�(x)ju(x)jgThe proof of this Proposition an be found in [9℄ or [24℄.For the more detailed study of funtional spaes de�ned above we need some regu-larity assumptions on the domain 
 � Rn whih are assumed to be valid throughout ofthe paper.We suppose that there exists a positive number R0 > 0 suh that for every pointx0 2 
 there exists a smooth domain Vx0 � 
 suh that(1.5) BR0x0 \ 
 � Vx0 � BR0+1x0 \ 
Moreover it is assumed also that there exists a di�eomorphizm �x0 : B10 ! Vx0 suhthat �x0(x) = x0 + px0 = (x) and(1.6) kpx0kCN + kp�1x0 kCN � Kwhere the onstant K is assumed to be independent of x0 2 
 and N is large enough.For simpliity we suppose below that (1.5) and (1.6) hold for R0 = 2.Note that in the ase when 
 is bounded the onditions (1.5) and (1.6) are equivalentto the ondition: the boundary �
 is a smooth manifold, but for unbounded domainsthe only smoothness of the boundary is not suÆient to obtain the regular strutureof 
 when jxj ! 1 sine some uniform with respet to x0 2 
 smoothness onditionsare required. It is the most onvenient for us to formulate these onditions in the form(1.5) and (1.6). 5



Proposition 1.2. Let the domain 
 satisfy the onditions (1.5) and (1.6), the weightfuntion { the ondition (1.1) and let R be some positive number. Then the followingestimates are valid(1.7) C2 Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dx � Z
 �(x0) Z
\BRx0 ju(x)jp dx dx0 � C1 Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dxProof. Let us hange the order of integration in the middle part of (1.7)(1.8) Z
 �(x0) Z
\BRx0 ju(x)jp dx dx0 = Z
 ju(x)jp�Z
 �
\BRx (x0)�(x0) dx0� dxHere �
\BRx is the harateristi funtion of the set 
 \BRx .It follows from the inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) that(1.9) C1�(x) � infx02BRx �(x0) � supx02BRx �(x0) � C2�(x)and the assumptions (1.5) and (1.6) imply that(1.10) 0 < C1 � mes(
 \BRx ) � C2uniformly with respet to x 2 
.The estimate (1.7) is an immediate orollary of the estimates (1.8){(1.10). Proposi-tion 1.2 is proved. �Corollary 1.1. Let (1.5) and (1.6) be valid. Then the equivalent norm in weightedSobolev spae W l;p� (
) is given by the following expression:(1.11) ku;
k�;l;p = �Z
 �(x0)ku;
 \ BRx0kpl;p dx0�1=pPartiularly, the norms (1.11) are equivalent for di�erent R 2 R+ .To study the equation (0.1) we need also weighted Sobolev spaes with frationalderivatives s 2 R+ (not only s 2 Z). For the �rst we reall (see [19℄ for details) that ifV is a bounded domain the norm in the spae W s;p(V ), s = [s℄ + l, 0 < l < 1, [s℄ 2 Z+an be given by the following expression(1.12) ku; V kps;p = ku; V kp[s℄;p + Xj�j=[s℄Zx2V Zy2V jD�u(x)�D�u(y)jpjx� yjn+lp dx dyIt is not diÆult to prove arguing as in Proposition 1.2 and using this representationthat for any bounded domain V with a suÆiently smooth boundary(1.13) ku; V kps;p � C1 Zx02V ku; V \BRx0kps;p dx0 � C2ku; V kps;pThis justi�es the following de�nition. 6



De�nition 1.3. De�ne the spae W s;p� (
) for any s 2 R+ by the norm (1.11).It is not diÆult to hek that these norms are also equivalent for di�erent R > 0.Note now that the weight funtions(1.14) �f"g;x0 = e�"jx�x0jsatisfy the onditions (1.1) uniformly with respet to x0 2 Rn , onsequently all esti-mates obtained above for the arbitrary weights will be valid for the family (1.14) withonstants, independent of x0 2 Rn . Sine these estimates are of fundamental signi�anefor us we write it expliitly in a number of orollaries formulated below.=Corollary 1.2. Let u 2 LpfÆg(
) for 0 < Æ < ". Then the following estimate holdsuniformly with respet to y 2 Rn(1.15) �Z
 e�qÆjx0�yj�Z
 e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx�q dx0�1=q �� C";q Z
 e�Æjx�yjju(x)jp dxMoreover if u 2 L1fÆg(
), Æ < " then(1.16) supx02
�e�Æjx0�yj supx2
fe�"jx�x0jju(x)jg� � C";Æ supx2
fe�Æjx�yjju(x)jgCorollary 1.3. Let u 2 W l;pb;�(
) and � be a weight funtion with the rate of growth� < ". Then(1.17) C1ku;
kpb;�;l;p �� supx02
��(x0) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku;
 \B1xkpl;p dx� � C2ku;
kpb;�;l;pFor the proof of this orollary see [24℄.In onlusion of this Setion we onsider the auxiliary linear problem of type (0.1) andformulate some regularity results whih will be useful in studing the nonlinear problem.Proposition 1.3. Let v(t) 2 C([0; T ℄;W 1;2f"g(
)) be a solution of the following problem(1.18) � �tv ��xv + �0v = g(t);v��t=0 = v0; v���
 = 0Suppose also that g 2 L1([0; T ℄; Lpb(
)) for some 1 < p < 1 and v0 2 W 2�Æ;pb (
) forsome 1 > Æ > 0. Then(1.19) v 2 L1([0; T ℄;W 2�Æ;pb (
)) \ C1� Æ2 ([0; T ℄; L2b(
))and the following estimate holds when t � T(1.20) kv(t);
kb;2�Æ;p � C1kv(0);
kb;2�Æ;pe��t + C2 sups2[0;t℄fe�(s�t)kg(s)kb;0;pgfor some � = �(�0) > 0.The regularity theorem in the spaes W l;pb for solutions of the linear problem (1.18)an be dedued from the apprpriate regularity theorem in weighted Sobolev spaes ina standard way (see, for instane, [9℄, [24℄).7



x2 The nonlinear equation: a priori estimates, existene of solutions.In this Setion we onsider the nonlinear paraboli boundary problem (0.1) in theunbounded domain 
 whih is assumed to to satisfy the onditions (1.5) and (1.6)formulated in Setion 1. We suppose in this Setion that the right{hand side g = g(x)is from the spae Lpb(
) for some p > maxf2; n2 g and the initial date u0 { from the spaeW 2�Æ;pb (
) \ fu0���
 = 0g, where the exponent Æ > 0 will be de�ned belowA solution of the equation (3.1) is de�ned to be a funtion u whih belongs to thespae(2.1) \">0 nLp([0; T ℄;W 2;pf"g(
)) \W 1;p([0; T ℄; Lpf"g(
))oand satis�es the equation (0.1) in the sense of distributions.The main aim of this Setion is to prove a number of a priori estimates for thesolutions of (3.1) and to derive the existene of solutions for this equation.Theorem 2.1. Let u be a solution of (0.1) and let Æ < 2 � np . Then the followingestimate is valid:(2.2) ku(T )k0;1 � Ce�T ku(0)kb;2�Æ;p + C(1 + kgkb;0;2)for some positive  > 0.Proof. Let us onsider the funtion w(t; x) = u(t; x):u(t; x). Then due to the equation(0.1)(2.3) �tw ��xw + 2�0w = �2rxu:rxu� 2f(u;rxu):u+ 2g:u � C + 2g:u � hu(t)We onsider also the auxiliary linear problem(2.4) � �tv ��xv + 2�0v = hu(t)v��t=0 = w��t=0 = u0:u0; v���
 = 0Due to the omparison priniple (see for instane [14℄ or [21℄),(2.5) w(t; x) � v(t; x); (t; x) 2 [0; T ℄� 
Applying Proposition 1.3 to the linear equation (2.4) we obtain using Sobolev embeddingtheorem W 2�Æ;p � C if Æ < 2� np that(2.6) jw(T; x0)jp � jv(T; x0)jp � Ckv(t)kpb;2�Æ;pCe�2T kv(0)kpb;2�Æ;p++ C  1 + Z T0 e2(t�T )kg(t) � u(t; x)kpb;0;pdt!Estimating the last integral in (2.6) by Holder inequality and using the fat that thespae W 2�Æ;p is an algebra if Æ < 2� np we derive that(2.7) ku(T )kp0;1 � Ce�T ku(0)kp2�Æ;p + � supt2[0;T ℄ e(t�T )ku(t)kp0;1 + C� �1 + kgkpb;0;p�To omplete the proof of Theorem 2.1 we need the following simple lemma8



Lemma 2.1. Let the funtion Z(t) be a solution of the following inequality(2.8) Z(T ) � C1e��T + C2 + � supt2[0;T ℄fe�(t�T )Z(t)gand let � � 1=2 and � > 0. Then(2.9) Z(T ) � 2C1e��T + 2C2The proof of this lemma an be found, for instane in [9℄.Applying the result of Lemma 2.1 to the estimate (2.7) with Z(t) = ku(t)kp0;1 andtaking � small enough we obtain the assertion of the theorem.Theorem 2.2. Let u be a solution of the problem (0.1) and let Æ < minf2� r; 2� np g.Then the following estimate is valid:(2.10) ku(T )kb;2�Æ;p � Q (ku(0)kb;2�Æ;p) e�T +Q (kgkb;0;p)Here  > 0 and Q is a ertain monotoni funtion independent of u(0).Proof. Let us rewrite the equation (0.1) in the form of linear one(2.11) �tu = �xu� �0u+ hf (t)where hf (t) � g � f(u(t);rxu(t)). Applying the estimate (1.20) to the equation (2.11)we derive that(2.12) ku(T )kb;2�Æ;p � Ce�T ku(0)kb;2�Æ;p + Ckgkb;0;p++ C supfe(t�T )kf(u(t);rxu(t))kb;0;pgEstimating the last term in the right-hand side of (2.12) by using the assumptions (0.2)we obtain that(2.13) kf(u(t);rxu(t))kb;0;p � Q1(ku(t)k0;1) �1 + ku(t)krb;1;rp�The interpolation inequality [19℄ implies that(2.14) ku(t)kb;1;p(2�Æ) � Cku(t)k1� 12�Æ0;1 ku(t)k 12�Æb;2�Æ;pSine r2�Æ < 1 then kukb;1;rp � Ckukb;1;p(2�Æ) and it follows from (2.13) and (2.14) thatfor every � > 0 the following esimate is valid(2.15) kf(u(t);rxu(t))kb;0;p � Q�(ku(t)k0;1) + �ku(t)kb;2�Æ;pTo omplete the proof of Theorem 2.2 we need the following Lemma.Lemma 2.2. Let the funtion � be ontinuous and the funtion u satisfy the estimate(2.2). Then(2.16) k�(u(t))kL1(
) � Q(ku(0)kb;2�Æ;p)e�T +Q(kgkb;0;p)For a ertain monotoni funtion Q.The proof of Lemma 2.2 is given in [20℄.Inserting the estimates (2.15) and (2.16) into the inequality (2.12) we obtain that(2.17) ku(T )kb;2�Æ;p � bQ�(ku(0)kb;2�Æ;p)e�T + bQ�(kgkb;0;p)++ � supfe(t�T )ku(t)kb;2�Æ;pgApplying now the assertion of Lemma 2.1 to (2.17) with � small enough we obtaininequality (2.10) � 9



Remark 2.1. Note that all estimates derived above depend only on the onstant K;R0whih are de�ned in the assumptions (1.5) and (1.6). Thus if we onsider a sequene
N whih satisfy these assumptions uniformly with respet to N 2 N then the funtionQ in (2.10) an be hosen independently of 
N .Now we are in position to prove the existene of solutions for the problem (0.1). Tothis end we prove �rstly this existene in the ase when the domain 
 is bounded.Theorem 2.3. Let the above assumptions be valid and let 
 be bounded. Then theproblem (3.1) has at least one solution in the spae(2.18) W
([0; T ℄) = C([0; T ℄;W 2�Æ;p(
)) \ C1�Æ=2([0; T ℄; Lp(
))and the following estimate is valid:(2.19) kukW
([0;T ℄) � Q(ku(0);
kb;2�Æ;p) +Q(kgkb;0;p)Proof. A priori estimate (2.19) is an immediate orollary of the estimate (2.10) andthe existene of solutions for the equation (0.1) an be dedued from this estimate in astandard way involving for instane Leray-Shauder priniple (see [11℄ or [22℄). Theorem2.3 is proved.Theorem 2.4. Let the above assumptions hold and let 
 be an arbitrary unboundeddomain whih satis�es the assumptions (1.5) and (1.6). Then the problem (0.1) has atleast one solution from the lass (2.1).Proof. Let 
N , N = 1; 2; � � � be the sequene of smooth bounded domains, whih satisfythe onditions (1.5) and (1.6) uniformly with respet to N 2 N , suh that(2.20) � 
N � 
N+1 � 
 ; 
 = [1N=1
N
 \BN0 � 
N � 
 \ BN+10It is not diÆult to hek that suh sequene exists.Let us introdue the sequene of the ut{o� funtions  N (x) 2 C10 (Rn) suh that N (x) = 1 if x 2 BN�10 ,  N (x) = 0 if x =2 BN0 and k NkC2 � C.Let uN be a solution of the following problem(2.21) � �tuN ��xuN + �0uN + f(uN ;rxuN ) = guN ���
N = 0 ; uN ��t=0 =  Nu0Aording to Remark 2.1 the estimates (2.10) with u replaed by uN are valid uniformlywith respet to N 2 N . Thus, for every M 2 N the sequene uN ��
\BM0 , N � Mis bounded in the spae W
\BM0 ([0; T ℄). Using Cantor's diagonal proedure we anextrat from the sequene uN a subsequene (whih we denote by uN also for simpliity)onverging �-weakly to u in L1([0; T ℄;W 2�Æ;p(
 \ BM0 )) for every M 2 N . It followsnow from the standard reasonings (see, for example, [9℄) that u is a solution of theequation (0.1). Theorem 2.4 is proved. 10



x3 The nonlinear equation. Uniqueness of solutions.In this Setion we prove the uniqueness problem for equation (0.1) and obtain anumber useful estimates for the di�erene between two solutions of this equationTheorem 3.1. Let the assumptions of previous Setion hold and let u1(t) and u2(t) betwo solutions of the equation (0.1). Then the following esimate is valid(3.1) ku1(t)� u2(t);
 \ B1x0k20;2 + Z t0 krxu1(s)�rxu2(s);
 \B1x0k20;2 ds �� C1eC2t Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku1(0)� u2(0);
 \ B1xk20;2where the onstants Ci depend on the initial values kuikb;2�Æ;p and " > 0 is small enough.Partiularly the solution of the problem (0.1), onstruted in previous Setion isunique.Proof. Let u1; u2 be two solutions of (0.1) and v(t) = u2(t)� u1(t). Then(3.2) ( �tv ��xv + �0v = �bL1(t; x)v � bL2(t; x)rxvv��t=0 = u2(0)� u1(0); v���
 = 0Here(3.3) ( bL1(t; x) = R 10 f 0u(u1 + �v;rxu1 + �rxv) d�bL2(t; x) = R 10 f 0rxu(u1 + �v;rxu1 + �rxv) d�It follows from the onditions (0.2) that(3.4) ( jbL1(t)j � Q(ku(t)k0;1)(1 + jrxu(t)jr)jbL2(t)j � Q(ku(t)k0;1)(1 + jrxu(t)jr�1)We denote here by jrxu(t)jr = jrxu1(t)jr + jrxu2(t)jr.After multiplying the equation (3.2) by ve�"jx�x0j in the spae L2(
)k for suÆientlysmall " > 0 we obtain after simple transformations(3.5) �t �jv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�+ �jrxv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0�+ �0 �jv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�++ �bL1v; ve�"jx�x0j�+ �bL2rxv; ve�"jx�x0j� � 0Let's estimate the two nonlinear terms in (3.5) separately.It follows from the estimate (2.2) that jui(t; x)j � C for all t 2 [0; T ℄, x 2 
. Hene(3.6)I1(t) � j�L1 v; ve�"jx�x0j� j � C1 �jv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j� + C1 �jrxujrv; ve�"jx�x0j�Let us estimate the last integral at the right{hand side of (3.6). To this end we use atrik based on (1.10), Holder inequality, and embedding Theorem W 1��;2 � Lq where1q = 12 � 1��n and � > 0 is small enough and satis�es the equationrp(2� Æ) + 1� 2(1� �)n = 1; , 1� � = n2p � r2� Æ < 111



Indeed,(3.7) �jrxujrv; ve�"jx�x0j� � C Z
 e�"jx0jkv � v � jrxujr; Vx0k0;1 dx0 �� C1ku;
krb;1;p(2�Æ) Z
 e�"jx0jkv; Vx0k20;q dx0 �� C2ku;
krb;1;p(2�Æ) Z
 e�"jx0jkv; Vx0k21��;2 dx0Using the inequality (2.14), interpolation inequality(3.8) kvk1��;2 � Ckvk�0;2kvk�1;2 � C�kvk20;2 + �kvk21;2and the estimate (2.10) we �nally obtain that(3.9) I1(t) � C� �jv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�+ ��jrxv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�Analogously(3.10) I2(t) � �bL2rxv; ve�"jx�x0j� � C �jvj; jrxvje�"jx�x0j�++ C �jrxujr�1jrxvj; jvje�"jx�x0j�Arguing as in (3.7) and using Holder inequality with exponents p(2�Æ)r�1 , 2 and q where1q = 12 � 1��n and the exponent � an be found from the equationr � 1p(2� Æ) + 12 + 12 � 1� �n = 1; , 1� � = n2p � 2(r � 1)2� Æ < n2p � r2� Æ < 1we obtain that(3.11)�jrxujr�1v;rxve�"jx�x0j� � C Z
 e�"jx�x0jk jvj � jrxvj � jrxujr�1; Vxk0;1 dx �� C1ku;
kr�1b;1;p(2�Æ) Z
 e�"jx�x0jkrxv; Vxk0;2kv; Vxk0;q dx �� C2 Z
 e�"jx�x0jkrxv; Vxk0;2kv; Vxk1��;2 dxUsing now the interpolation inequality (3.8) we �nally get(3.12) I2(t) � C� �jv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�+ ��jrxv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�Replae the integrals I1 and I2 in (3.5) by their estimates (3.10) and (3.12).(3.13) �t �jv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�+ � �jrxv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j� � C �jv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�Applying the Gronwall inequality to (3.13) we obtain the assertion of the theorem �12



Theorem 3.2. Let the assumptions of previous Theorem hold. Then the followingesimate is valid(3.14) ku1(t)� u2(t);
 \ B1x0k21;2 + Z t0 ku1(s)� u2(s);
 \ B1x0k22;2 ds �� C1eC2t Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku1(0)� u2(0);
 \B1xk21;2dxwhere the onstants Ci depend on the initial values kuikb;2�Æ;p and " > 0 is small enough.Proof. Applying the L2"-paraboli regularity theorem (see, for instane, [9℄) to the equa-tion (3.2) we obtain that(3.15)kv(T );
\B1x0k21;2+Z T0 kv(t);
\B1x0k22;2dt � C �jv(0)j2 + jrxv(0)j2; e�"jx�x0j� e��t++ C Z T0 �jbL1(t)v(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�+ �jbL2(t)rxv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j� dtSo it remains to esimate the integrals into the right-hand side of the estimate (3.15).Arguing as in the proof of previous Theorem we dedue the estimate(3.16) �jbL1(t)v(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�+ �jbL2(t)rxv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j� �� C� Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jkv(t);
 \ B1xk21;2dx+ � Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jkv(t);
 \B1xk22;2dxInserting this estimate to the inequality (3.15) and using the estimate (3.1) we will have(3.17) kv(T );
 \B1x0k21;2 + Z T0 kv(t);
 \B1x0k22;2dt �� C�eCt Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jkv(0);
\B1xk21;2dx+� Z T0 Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jkv(t);
\B1xk22;2dxdtMultiplying (3.17) by e�"1jz�x0j, "1 < ", integrating over x0 2 
, using (1.15) andtaking � small enough we obtain(3.18)Zx02
 e�"1jx0�zjkv(T );
 \ B1x0k21;2dx0 + Z T0 Zx02
 e�"jz�x0jkv(t);
 \ B1x0k22;2dx0dt �� CeCt Zx02
 e�"jz�x0jkv(0);
 \ B1x0k21;2dx0Theorem 3.2 is proved.In onlusion of this Setion we onsider a smoothing property for the equation (3.2).13



Theorem 3.3. Let the onditions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then the following estimate isvalid(3.19) ku1(t)� u2(t);
 \ B1x0k1;2 � Ct eC1t �ju1(0)� u2(0)j2; e�"jx�x0j�where onstants C and C1 depends on kui(0)kb;2�Æ;p and " > 0.Proof. Let w(t) = tv(t). Then(3.20) ( �tw ��xw + �0w = �bL1(t; x)w � bL2(t; x)rxw + vw��t=0 = 0; w���
 = 0Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we derive that(3.21) kw(T );
 \ B1x0k1;2 � CeC1T Z T0 �jv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j� dtEstimating the right-hand side of (3.21) by (3.1) we obtain the assertion of the theorem.Arguing analogously (see also [9℄, [24℄) one an derive the following improved versionof smoothing property for the equation (3.1)Theorem 3.4. Let the onditions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then the following estimate isvalid(3.22) ku1(t)� u2(t);
 \ B1x0kp2�Æ;p � CtN eC1t �ju1(0)� u2(0)j2; e�"jx�x0j�p=2where onstants C and C1 depends on kui(0)kb;2�Æ;p, " > 0 and N is large enough.Corollary 3.1. Let u1(t) and u2(t) be two solutions of the equation (0.1) and let � 2L1(Rn) be a weight funtion whih satis�ed De�nition 1.1. Then the following estimatesare valid(3.23) ku1(1)� u2(1)kb;�;1;2 � C1ku1(0)� u2(0)kb;�;0;2and(3.24) ku1(1)� u2(1)kb;�p=2;2�Æ;p � C2ku1(0)� u2(0)kb;�;0;2where the onstants C1 and C2 depends on kuikb;2�Æ;p and C� whih is de�ned by (1.1).Indeed, the estimates (3.23) and (3.24) are immedate orollaries of the inequalities(3.19) and (3.22) and (1.17) (see also [24℄).x4 The attrator for the nonlinear equation.In this Setion we prove the existene of the attrator for the equation (3.1) in thespae W 2�Æ;pb (
).Note that Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 imply that under the onditions of Setion 2 theequation (0.1) generates a semigroup St : �b(
)! �b(
), where �b(
) =W 2�Æ;pb (
)\fu0���
 = 0g, by formula(4.1) Stu(0) = u(t) where u(t) is a solution of (0.1)14



Moreover, it follows from the estimate (2.10) that this semigroup possesses a boundedabsorbing set K in the spae �b(
), i.e. for any other bounded subset B � �b(
) thereexists T = T (B) suh that StB � K if t � TIt seems natural to onsider the attrator of (4.1) in the 'uniform' topology of the spae�b(
) but, as it shown for instane in [24℄, in ontrast to the ase of bounded domains 
in our situation the existene of a ompat attrator for (4.1) in the 'uniform' topologyof �b(
) is very restritive assumption whih violates even in the simplest examples.Indeed, as it shown in [24℄ the attrator A of the Chafee-Infante equation�tu = �xu� u3 + uin the whole spae 
 = Rn is not ompat in �b.That's why we will onstrut below the attrator A of the semigroup (4.1) whihattrats bounded subsets of �b(
) only in a loal topology of the spae �lo =W 2�Æ;plo (
)(i.e., A is the (�b;�lo)-attrator of (4.1) in notations of [2℄).Reall that the spae �lo(
) is reexive metrizable F-spae whih de�nes by semi-norms k � ;
 \ B1x0k2�Æ;p, x0 2 
.De�nition 4.1. The set A � �b(
) is de�ned to be the attrator of the semigroup Stif the following assumptions hold:1. The set A is ompat in �lo(
).2 The set A is stritly invariant with respet to St, i.e.StA = A for t � 03. The set A is the attrating set for St in loal topology, i.e. for every neighborhoodO(A) of A in the topology of the spae �lo(
) and for every bounded in uniform topologysubset B � �b(
) there exists T = T (O; B) suh thatStB � O(A) if t � TReall that the �rst ondition means that the restrition A��
1 is ompat in the spaeW 2(1�1=p);p(
1) for every bounded 
1 � 
.Analogously, the third ondition means that for every bounded 
1 � 
, every boundedB in �b(
) and every W 2�Æ;p(
1)-neighborhood O(A��
1) of the restrition A��
1 thereexists T = T (
1;O; B) suh that(StB)��
1 � O(A��
1) if t � TTheorem 4.1. Let the above assumptions be valid. Then the semigroup St, de�ned by(4.1), possesses an attrator A in the sense of De�nition 4.1 whih has the followingstruture:(4.2) A = K��t=0where we denote by K the set of all solutions of (0.1), de�ned and bounded for all t 2 R(supt2R ku(t)k�b(
) <1).Proof. Aording to the attrator's existene theorem for abstrat semigroups (see [2℄),it is suÆient to verify the following onditions:15



1. The operators St is �lo-ontinuous on every �b-bounded set and for every �xedt � 0.2. The semigroup St possesses the preompat attrating set in �lo-topology.The ontinuity of St is an immediate orollary of Theorem 3.4. Sine it remains onlyto onstrut the ompat attrating set.Aording to Theorem 2.2, the set BR = fu0 2 �b : ku0k�b � Rg is the absorbingset for the semigroup St if R is large enough. Hene the set K = S1BR is the absorbingset also. So it remains to prove that K is preompat in �lo.Aording to Cantor's diagonal proedure it is suÆient to prove that the restritionK��
1 is preompat for every bounded 
1 � 
. To this end we �x an arbitrary boundedsubdomain 
1 � 
 and onsider an arbitrary sequene un(1), n 2 N , un(0) 2 BR.Sine 
1 is bounded that 
1 � BM0 for a suÆiently large M . Let  (x) be theut-o� funtion, suh that  (x) = 1 if jxj � M and  (x) = 0 if jxj > M + 1. Then ��
1 � 1. Let us onsider now a sequene wn(t) = t (x)un(t) whih evidently satisfythe equations(4.3) 8><>: �twn(t)��xwn(t) + �0wn(t) = �t (x)f(un(t);rxun(t))++t (x)g � t�x (x)un(t)� 2trx (x):rxun(t) +  (x)un(t) � hn(t)wn(0) = 0; wn��~
M = 0where ~
M � 
 is bounded domain with smooth boundary suh that 
 \BM+10 � ~
M .Aording to Corollary 3.2, the sequene un(t) is bounded in(4.4) WM = C([0; 1℄;W 2�Æ;p(~
M )) [ C1�Æ=2([0; 1℄; Lp(~
M ))hene without loss of generality we may assume that un ! u �-weakly in the spaeL1([0; 1℄;W 2�Æ;p)).Using the ompatness of embedding WM � C([0; 1℄;W 1;rp(~
M )) \ C([0; 1℄ � ~
M )one an easily derive that hn ! h strongly in C([0; 1℄� ~
M ). The paraboli regularitytheorem, applied to the equation (4.4), implies now that un(1)! u(1) in W 2�Æ;p(
1).Theorem 4.1 is proved.x5 Kolmogorov's "-entropy: definitions and typial examples.In this Setion we reall briey the de�nition of "-entropy and give the upper andlower estimates of it when " ! 0 for the typial sets in funtional spaes. For thedetailed study of this onept see [13℄, [19℄.De�nition 5.1. Let M be a metri spae and let K be preompat subset of it. Fora given " > 0 let N"(K) = N"(K; M ) be the minimal number of "-balls in M whihover the set K (this number is evidently �nite by Hausdor� riteria). By de�nition,Kolmogorov's "-entropy of K in M is the following number(5.1) H "(K) = H "(K; M ) � lnN"(K)Example 5.1. Let K be ompat n-dimensional Lipshitz manifold in M . Then theevident estimates imply that(5.2) C1�1"�n � N"(K) � C2 �1"�n16



and onsequently(5.3) H "(K) = (n+ o(1)) ln 1"when "! 0.This example justi�es the following de�nitionDe�nition 5.2. The fratal (box-ounting) dimension of the set K �� M is de�ned tobe the following number:(5.4) dimF (K) = dimF (K; M ) = lim sup"!0 H "(K)ln 1"Note that the fratal dimension dimF (K) 2 [0;1℄ is de�ned for any ompat set inM but may be not integer if K is not a manifold.Example 5.2. Let M = [0; 1℄ and let K be the ternary Cantor set in M . Then it isnot diÆult to obtain that(5.5) C1 �1"�d � N"(K) � C2 �1"�d ; d = ln 2ln 3and onsequently dimF (K) = d = ln 2ln 3 .Consider now the examples of in�nite dimensional sets (i.e. dimF (K) =1).The following two examples give the typial asymptotis for the entropy in the spaesof analityal funtions.Example 5.3. Let K be the set of all analyti funtions f in a ball B(R) of radiusR > 1 in C n suh that kfkL1(B(R)) � 1 and let M be the spae C(BRe), whereBRe = fz 2 C n : Im zi = 0 ; jzj � 1g. Thus, K onsists of all funtions from C(BRe)whih an be extended holomorphially to the ball B(R) � C n and the C-norm of thisextension is not greater then one. Then(5.6) C1�ln 1"�n+1 � H "(K; M ) � C2 �ln 1"�n+1For the proof of this estimate see [13℄.Example 5.4. Let M be the same as in previous example and let K be the set of allfuntions f in M whih an be extended to the entire funtion bf in C n whih satisfythe estimate(5.7) j bf(z)j � K1eK2jzj; z 2 C nThen, as proved in [13℄,(5.8) C1 �ln 1"�n+1�ln ln 1"�n � H "(K) � C2 �ln 1"�n+1�ln ln 1"�nThe next example gives the typial asymptotis for the entropy in the lass of Sobolevspaes in bounded domains. 17



Example 5.5. Let 
 be smooth bounded domain in Rn andW l1;p1(
) �� W l2;p2(
) ; 0 � li <1; 1 < pi <1; l1 > l2i.e., aording to the embedding theorem l1n � 1p1 > l2n � 1p2 .Let now M =W l2;p2(
) and K be the unitary ball in W l1;p1(
). Then(5.9) C1�1"� nl1�l2 � H "(K) � C2�1"� nl1�l2The proof of this estimate an be found in [19℄.The following lass of funtions will be essentially used in the next Setion in orderto obtain the lower bounds of "-entropy of attrators.De�nition 5.3. Let us denote by B � (Rn ) the subspae of L1(Rn) whih onsists of allfuntions � with the Fourier transform b� satisfying the ondition(5.10) supp b� � [��; �℄nIt is well-known that every funtion � 2 B � an be extended to entire funtion~�(z) 2 A(C n ) whih satisfy the estimate(5.11) supx2Rn j~�(x+ iy)j � Ck�;Rnk0;1e�Pni=1 jyijMoreover, every funtion � 2 L1, whih possesses the entire extension ~� whih satis�es(5.11) belongs in fat to the spae B � .Example 5.6. Let K = B(0; 1; B� ), M = C(BR0 ). Then(5.12) H "(B(0; 1; B� ); Cb(BR0 )) � C(R+K ln 1" )n ln 1"Moreover C and K are independent of R.For the proof of this estimate see for instane [24℄. We formulate in onlusion thelower bounds for the entropy form Example 5= =2E6.Proposition 5.1. The following estimate is valid for R � R0 and " < "0(5.13) H " �B(0; 1; B� ); Cb(BR0 )� � CRn ln 1"where the onstant C is independent of R and ".For the proof of (5.13) see for instane [13℄. Thus, the estimate (5.12) is sharp forR � ln 1" and R >> ln 1" . For the ase R << ln 1" we formulate only the following result(see [24℄).Proposition 5.2. For every Æ > 0 there exists CÆ > 0 suh that(5.14) H " �B(0; 1; B� ); C(B10)� � CÆ �ln 1"�n+1�ÆAnd onsequently, the estimate (5.12) is sharp for the ase R << ln 1" also.Remark 5.1. Instead of the spaes B � one an onsider a slighty general lass B �;� ,� � Rk whih onsists of funtions � with Fourier transform b� satisfying the assumption(5.15) supp b� � � + [��; �℄nThen the estimates (5.12), (5.13) and (5.14) are evidently valid for the lass B �;� also.18



x6 The entropy of the attrator: the upper bounds.In this Setion using the tenique developed in [24℄ we obtain the upper estimatesof "-entropy for the attrator A of the equation (0.1). Reall that we onstrut theattrator A whih is ompat only in F-spae �lo but not in the uniform topology of�b(
). That's why we will estimate the entropy of the restritions A��
\BRx0 .Theorem 6.1. Let the assumptions of Setion 2 be valid and let(6.1) vol
;x0(R) = vol(
 \ BRx0)Then for every R 2 R+ , x0 2 
(6.2) H " �A��
\BRx0 ;W 2�Æ;pb (
 \ BRx0)� � C vol
;x0(R+K ln 1" ) ln 1"where the onstants C, K and L are independent of R and x0 2 
.The proof of this Theorem is based on the estimates (3.23) and (3.24) with a speialhoie of the weight funtion � and omletely analogous to the proof of [24,Th. 8.1℄.Indeed, de�ne a family of weight funtions with the rate of growth 1 by the followingformula(6.3) �R;x0(x) = � eR�jx�x0j if jx� x0j � R= 09 = 091 if jx� x0j � R = 09 = 09It follows from the de�nition of these funtions that(6.4) H " �A��
\BRx0 ;W 2�Æ;pb (
 \BRx0)� � H " �A;W 2�Æ;pb;�R;x0 (
)�Hene, instead of estimating the entropy of the restrition A��
\BRx0 it is suÆient toestimate the entropy of the attrator in weighted Sobolev spaes W 2�Æ;pb;�R;x0 (
).Let now u1(t) and u2(t) be two solutions of the equation (0.1) whih lie on theattrator A. Then, aording to the estimates (3.24)(6.5) ku1(1)� u2(1)kW 2�Æ;pb;�p=2R;x0 (
) � Cku1(0)� u2(0)kL2b;�R;x0 (
)Here the onstant C in (6.5) is independent of u1; u2 2 A. Moreover, sine�R;x0(x+ y) � ejxj�R;x0(y)then C�R;x0 � 1 and onsequently C is independent of R and x0 also.The estimate (6.5) together with the desription (4.2) of the attrator A impliesimmediately that(6.6) H " �A;W 2�Æ;pb;�p=2R;x0 (
)� � H "=(2C) �A; L2b;�R;x0 (
)�The estimate (6.6) redues our problem to estimating the entropy of the attrator inthe spae L2b;�R;x0 (
).The following orollary of the estimate (3.23) is of fundamental signi�ane for thisestimation:Let u1 and u2 be arbitrary two solutions of the equation (0.1) whih belong to theattrator. Then the following estimate is valid(6.7) ku1(1)� u2(1)kW 1;2b;�R;x0 (
) � Cku1(0)� u2(0)kL2b;�R;x0 (
)Where the onstant C depends only on the equation. Indeed it has been proved in [24℄that (6.7) implies the following reurent estimate19



Lemma 6.1. Let (6.7) be valid. Then(6.8) H "=2k �A; L2b;�R;x0� � H " �A; L2b;�R;x0�+ k lnMk(")where(6.9) lnMk(") � C vol
;x0(R+ L ln 2k" )Moreover, the onstants C and L is independent of k, R, " and x0.The estimate (6.2) is an immediate orollary of (6.8). Indeed sine A is bounded in�b then there exists R0 > 0, suh that H R0 (A; L2b;�R;x0 ) = 0 for every R and x0. Theestimate (6.8) implies now that(6.10) H R0=2k �A; L2b;�R;x0� � +Ck vol
;x0(R+ L ln 2kR0 )Fixing now k � ln R0" we obtain (6.2). Theorem 6.1 is proved.We onsider now a number of orollaries of Theorem 6.1.Corollary 6.1. Sine C �W 2�Æ;pb then(6.11) H " �A; C(
 \ BRx0)� � C vol
;x0(R+K ln 1" ) ln 1"Corollary 6.2. Let 
 = Rn . Then vol
;x0(r) = rn and onsequently(6.12) H " �A;W 2�Æ;pb (BRx0)� � C �R+K ln 1"�n ln 1"Taking R = ln 1" we obtain that(6.13) H " �A;W 2�Æ;pb (Bln 1"x0 )� � C1 �ln 1"�n+1Note that the estimate (6.12) gives the same type of upper bounds for R = 1 andR = ln 1" .Corollary 6.3. Let 
 be a bounded domain. Then Theorem 6 implies the estimate(6.14) H " �A;W 2�Æ;pb (
)� � C vol(
) ln 1"whih reets the well-known fat that in this ase the attrator A has the �nite frataldimension. Note however that even for bounded domains this estimate (6.14) for thease where f depends expliitly on a gradient rxu is of independent inerest.Corollary 6.4. Let 
 = Rk � !n�k be a ylindrial domain where ! is bounded.Then the estimate (6.1) gives the following bound of the "-entropy of the autonomousattrator(6.15) H " �A;W 2�Æ;pb (
 \BRx0)� � C �R+K ln 1"�k ln 1"20



De�nition 6.1. Let A � �b(
) be a ompat set in the spae �lo(
). Then the"-entropy per unit volume is de�ned to be the following number(6.16) H "(A) = lim supR!1 H " �A;W 2�Æ;pb (
 \ BR0 )�vol
;0(R)Corollary 6.5. The following estimate is valid:(6.17) H "(A) � C ln 1"Indeed, the estimate (6.17) is an immediate orollary of the estimate (6.1) and trivialassertion(6.18) limR!1 vol
;x0(R+ C1)vol
;x0(R) = 1De�nition 6.2. Let hsp(A) be the following number(6.19) hsp(A) = lim sup"!0 H "(A)ln 1"Corollary 6.6. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 hold. Then(6.20) hsp(A) <1Remark 6.1. The number hsp(A) an be interpreted as some quantitative harater-isti of the phenomena of spae haotisity of the dynamial system, generated by theequation (0.1). In order to understand this relationship it is worth to ompare the de�-nition of hsp with the de�nition of the topologial (time) entropy htop of the dynamialsystem (see [12℄). For the reader onveniene we reall shortly this de�nition. Let Mbe ompat metri spae and let St : M ! M be a dynamial system (semigroup) onit. For a given T > 0 we onsider the set M(0; T ) � L1([0; T ℄;M) of all trajetoriesu(t) = Stu0, t 2 [0; T ℄ with u0 2M . Then by de�nition(6.21) htop = lim sup"!0 lim supT!1 H " (M(0; T ); L1([0; T ℄;M))Tx7 Unstable manifolds and lower bounds of "-entropy.In previous Setion the upper bounds of Kolmogorov's entropy has been obtained. Inthis Setion, using the tehnique of in�nite dimensional unstable manifolds, developedin [9℄, [24℄ we obtain the lower bounds of "-entropy for rather wide lass of equations.We assume in this Setion that 
 = Rn , g � 0 and the nonlinearity satis�es thefollowing additional assumptions(7.1) 8>>><>>>: 1: f 2 C22: jf(u;rxu)j+ jf 00u;u(u;rxu)j � Q(juj)(1 + jrxuj2)3: jf 00u;rxu(u;rxu)j � Q(juj)(1 + jrxuj2)4: jf 00rxu;rxu(u;rxu)j � Q(juj)Note, that under the assumptions (0.2) the equation(7.2) f(z; 0) = �0zhas at least one solution z0 = (z10 ; � � � ; zk0 ) 2 Rk , onsequently, the problem (0.1) alwayshas at least one spatially homogeneous equilibria point.The main result of this Setion is the following Theorem.21



Theorem 7.1. Let the assumptions of Setion 2 hold and the spae homogeneous equi-libria z0 of the problem (0.1) is exponentially unstable. Then the attrator A of thisproblem possesses the following entropy estimates:(7.3) C2Rn ln 1" � H " �A; C(BR0 )� � C1(R+K ln 1" )n ln 1"Moreover, for every Æ > 0 there exists CÆ > 0 suh that(7.4) CÆ �ln 1"�n+1�Æ � H " �A; C(B10)� � C �ln 1"�n+1Proof. The proof of this theorem is based on the estimates (5.13) and (5.14) and on theonstrution of the in�nite dimensional unstable manifold, given in [9℄, [24℄ and dividedon a number of auxiliary statements formulated below.Without loss of generality we may assume that z0 = 0. As usual, we onsider for the�rst the linearization of the equation (0.1) near the equilibria point z0 = 0 and studythe orresponding nonhomogeneous problem.(7.5) �tv � Lv = h(t)where Lv � �xv + Av +Brxv, A = ��0 � f 0u(0; 0), B = �f 0rxu(0; 0).De�nition 7.1. Let � > 0. Then we de�ne the spae L� by the following expression(7.6) L� (E) = fu 2 L1(R;E) : kukL� = supt�0 e��tku(t);RnkE <1gwhere E means either �b or Lpb(Rn)Proposition 7.1. Let � > �(L) and h 2 L� (Lpb). Then the equation (7.5) possesses theunique solution v 2 L� (�b) and onsequently de�nes the linear operator T� : L� (Lpb)!L� (�b), v(t) = (T�h)(t).The proof of Proposition an be derived in a standard way (see [9℄, for instane).Let us study now the linear homogeneous problem (7.5) (h � 0). Applying Fouriertransform to the both sides of (7.5) we will have(7.7) �tbv(t)� bL(�)bv(t) = 0where bL(�) = �j�j2 + A� iB�. Note that the exponential unstability of the equilibriapoint z0 = 0 implies that there exists �0 2 Rk and b�0 > 0 suh that b�0 2 �(bL(�0)).Moreover, without loss of generality we may assume that �(bL(�)) < b�0 + " for " > 0 issmall enough and � 2 Rk .It follows now from the ontinuity arguments that there exists a neighbourhood Br0�0of �0 and funtions b�0 : Br0�0 ! R and e0 : Br0�0 ! Rk suh that(7.8) bL(�)e0(�) = b�0(�)e0(�); � 2 Br0�0and b�0(�) � b�0 � ". Moreover, without loss of generality we may assume also that(7.9) e10(�) � 122



Let us onsider now the lass B �;�0 with � is so small that supp b� � Br0�0 for every� 2 B �;� . For every �0 2 B �;�0 we de�ne a solution bv(t), t � 0 by formula(7.10) bv(t) = eb�0(�)tb�0(�)e0(�)In a standard way we dedue from (7.10) that v 2 Lb�0�2"(�b) and(7.11) kvkCb�0�2"(�b) � Ck�0kB�;�0Moreover, (7.9) implies that �1v(0) = �0, where �1 is a projetion from Rk to the �rstomponent. Thus, we have proved the following proposition.Proposition 7.2. Under the assumptions of the theorem there exist  > 0, �0 2 Rk ,� > 0 and a linear operator P : B �;�0 ! L (�b) suh that:1. P(u0)(t), t � 0 is a solution of the equation (7.5) with h � 0;2. 2 > �(L);3. �1P(u0)(0) = u0.We denote S(u0) � P(u0)(0). Then �1S(u0) = u0.Indeed, the operator T an be de�ned by (7.10).Now we are in position to study the neighborhood of zero equilibria point for thenonlinear equation.Proposition 7.3. Let the above assumptions be valid and let Æ is small enough thatp > n2(1�Æ) . Then there exists �0 > 0 and a C1-map(7.12) U0 : B(0; �0; B �;�0 )! AMoreover,(7.13) kU0(u0)� S(u0)kW 2�Æ;pb � Cku0k2B�;�0for every u0 2 B(0; �0; B �;�0 )Proof. The proof of this Proposition 7.3 is based on the impliit funtion theorem andon the following lemma.Lemma 7.1. Let f satis�es onditions (7.1) and f(0; 0) = f 0u(0; 0) = f 0rxu(0; 0) = 0Then for every � > 0 the Nemitskij operator Fu = f(u;rxu) belongs to the spaeC1(L (W 2�Æ;pb ); L2 (Lpb)) if p > n2(1�Æ) .The assertion of this lemma an be veri�ed in a diret way (see [24℄, for example).Now we are going to �nd the bakward solutions of the problem (0.1) near z0 = 0equilibria point using the impliit funtion theorem. To this end we rewrite this equationin the form(7.14) �tu� Lu = fA;B(u;rxu); t � 0where fA;B(u;rxu) = f(u;rxu) � f 0u(0; 0)u � f 0rxurxu. Then fA;B satis�es all as-sumptions of Lemma 7.1 Let us �x  suh as in P=AAoposition 7.2 and onsider theequation(7.15) u+ T2FA;Bu = Pu0; u 2 L (�b)23



where u0 2 B �;�0 and � satis�es the onditions of Proposition 7.2. Note that everysolution of (7.15) is simultaneously a solution of the equation (7.14) hene it is suÆientto solve (7.15) in L (�b).To this end we introdue a funtion F : L (�b)� B �;�0 ! L (�b) by formula(7.16) F(u; u0) = u+ T2FA;Bu� Pu0It follows from Propositions 7.1, 7.2 and from Lemma 7.1 that F 2 C1(L� (�b) �B �;�0 ; L� (�b)) and DuF(0; 0) = Id. Hene due to the impliit funtion theorem (see[22℄ for instane) there exists a neighborhood B(0; �0; B �;�0 ) and a C1-funtion(7.17) U : B(0; �0; B �;�0 )! L (�b)suh that F(U(u0); u0) � 0 and onsequently U(u0)(t) is a bakward solution of theproblem (0.1). The equation (7.16), Propositions 7.1, 7.2, and Lemma 7.1 imply nowthat(7.18) kU(u0)� Pu0kL2(�b) � CkFA;B(U(u0))kL2(Lpb) �� C1kU(u0)k2L(�b) � C2ku0k2B�;�0Let us de�ne now U0(u0) = U(u0)��t=0. Then (7.18) together with the evident assertion(P�u0)(0) = Su0 imply the estimate (7.13). The assertion U0(B(0; �0; B �;�0 )) � Afollows immediately from desription (4.2) of the attrator A and from the fat thatthe solution u(t) = U(u0)(t) of the problem (0.1) whih is de�ned for the �rst onlyfor t < 0 an be extended due to Theorem 2.4 to a omplete solution u(t), t 2 R andu(0) = U0(u0). Proposition 7.3 is proved.Corollary 7.1. Let u10; u20 2 B(0; �; B�;�0 ) and � � �0. Then for every R > 0(7.19) kU0(u10)� U0(u20)kW 2�Æ;pb (BR0 ) � ku10 � u20kL1(BR0 ) � C�2with C independent of R.Indeed,kU0(u10)� U0(u20)k�b(BR0 ) �� kSu10 � Su20k�b(BR0 ) � kU0(u10)� Su10k�b(Rn) + kU0(u20)� Su20k�b(Rn) �� kSu10 � Su20k�b(BR0 ) � C1(ku10k2B�;�0 + ku20k2B�;�0 ) � ku10 � u20kL1(BR0 ) � 2C1�2Here we have used the fat that �1Su0 = u0.Now we are in position to omplete the proof of Theorem 7.1. Indeed, let " > 0 besmall enough, � = � "2C �1=2 � �0 and u10; u02 2 B(0; �; B� ) suh that(7.20) ku10 � u20kL1(BR0 ) � "Then it follows from (7.19) that(7.21) kU(u10)� U(u20)kW 2�Æ;pb (BR0 ) � "=2The estimates (7.20),(7.21) together with the assertion (7.12) imply that(7.22) H "=4 �A;W 2�Æ;pb (BR0 )� �� H " �B(0;� "2C �1=2 ; B �;�0 ); C(BR0 )� = H (2C")1=2 �B(0; 1; B�;�0 ); C(BR0 )�The estimates (7.3) and (7.4) is an immediate orollary of (5.13) and (5.14) (see alsoRemark 5.1). Theorem 7.1 is proved. 24
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